It was found out in patients having asthma combined with obesity that in cases of a higher body mass index versus patients with asthma and healthy persons the "waist/hip volume" ratio was reliably increased. An examination of the state of humoral immunity indices in patients with asthma found out an increase of non-specific (with rising concentrations of immunoglobulins Ig A, M, G) and specific (with a rising level of Ig E) immunity. Patients with comorbidity of asthma and obesity revealed differently directed changes in the concentration of the main immunoglobulins: with a decrease in the levels of IgA and IgM there was a significant increase in the concentration of IgG. Those changes were accompanied by a significant reduction in the number of circulating immune complexes and an increasing concentration of lymphocyte antibodies in the blood of patients with comorbidity of asthma and obesity. This fact may indicate an aggravating effect of obesity on the course of asthma and a change in the direction of the pathological process to the autoimmune one that should be taken into consideration when treating such patients.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years the attention of researchers and doctors of different specialities is more and more attracted by the problem of comorbidity, which means a combination of several chronic diseases in one patient [9, 15] . Modern studies of the incidence of asthma in patients with different levels of an increased body mass index (BMI) have revealed a direct dependence of the increased rate of asthma development upon an increase of the BMI [12, 21] . Asthma and obesity are prevalent disorders, each with a significant public health impact, and a large and growing body of literature suggests an association between the two. Meanwhile it has been found out that overweight and obesity occur in asthma cases twice more frequently than in the population on an average [13] .
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Yeryomenko Galyna, MD, PhD, Associate Professor, Propedeutic of Internal Medicine №2 and Nursing Care, Kharkiv National Medical University. E-mail: galyna0512@ukr.net GINA (2014) recommendations point out the necessity of the personalized approach with regard for individual peculiarities of the asthma course in each particular patient and draw a parallel between the success in achieving control over asthma and comorbid states, which can influence difficulties in diagnosis and efficacy of the given therapy [11, 14] .
An imbalance of the subpopulation structure of T lymphocytes that underlies pathogenesis in asthma facilitates development of a chronic local inflammation with participation of cellular and humoral reactions [2, 18] . The current focus on the fatty tissue as the source of both energy and proinflammatory mediators, which are also mediated by T helpers (Th) type 2 [7, 17, 20] , causes a more thorough study of the immune system in patients having asthma combined with obesity. Cellular immunity changes are accompanied with disorders in the humoral component of the immune system.
PURPOSES, SUBJECTS and METHODS:
2.1 Purpose of this work is to study to study the state of humoral immunity indices in patients having asthma combined with obesity. 
Subjects & Methods
The research was conducted on 121 patients with a moderately severe course at the age of (51.6 ± 4.7) years, 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The BMI of the patients from group I averaged with Ме [3] , this deficiency being also detected in another pathology of internal organs in conditions of its combination with obesity [15] .
The blood concentration of the total number of CIC in the patients with asthma (Ме = 91 %, Q25-Q75 = 89-93 %) was reliably higher versus the practically healthy people (Ме = 93 %, Q25-Q75 = 92-94 %). The above data confirm previously conducted studies of the content of CIC in asthma with different degrees of severity [3, 5] taking into consideration the biological role of these complexes [2] .
Herewith the content of CIC in the patients from group I was higher than the similar one in asthma combined with obesity (Ме = 89 %, Q25-Q75 = 87-91 %) by 2 % (p<0.001).
Side by side with an increased number of lymphocyte autoantibodies, the tendency to a reduced content of CIC 
